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Aims to produce books to 'inspire and equip the next generation to pursue STEM education and careers'

QuestFriendz, a new children's book publisher aiming to nurture STEM learning, is launching in May. Its
mission is to 'produce expertly designed and inclusive books that will inspire and equip the next generation
to pursue STEM education and careers'.

The publisher was founded by computer scientist Dr Thomas Bernard and children's author Lisa Moss, who
believe that the best way to spark children's interest in STEM from a young age is through interactive
storytelling. This might be books that feature educational challenges or 'quests' embedded in engaging
adventure stories.

Dr Bernard said: "The UK has a growing STEM skills gap estimated to be costing the economy £1.5 billion per
year which is why we're on a mission to create the next generation of scientists and engineers. 'Read, Quest,
Learn!' is our motto - our books will embolden ALL children to become super problem-solvers and curious
creators through STEM adventures. The UK remains one of the worst regions in Europe when it comes to
encouraging women into STEM roles. Currently, only 24% of UK STEM roles are held by women with some
specific STEM disciplines even lower (Engineering at 10% and Tech at 17%). And one third of parents and
teachers inaccurately perceive STEM discipline as more closely fitting boys' brains, personalities and
hobbies. We want to inspire ALL children to help build their own wooden dollhouses, not just play with them
and to create technology, not just consume it."

The launch series SuperQuesters is aimed at children aged 4-8, and the first title, The Case of the Stolen Sun,
by Dr Bernard and Moss with illustrations by Amy Willcox, is out on 3 May. It invites children to solve STEM
'quests' with aspirational superhero characters, and features over 100 reusable stickers and a reward chart.
Skills including coding, sequencing and algorithms are developed through the book as readers complete
each quest.

Moss said: "Our SuperQuesters launch series has been carefully conceived to inspire a love of STEM learning
and to help change children's perceptions about science and engineering with aspirational superhero
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characters key to this. 90% of children love superheroes and 90% want to solve world problems so
superheroes who are scientists and engineers also act as inspirational role models, showing children that
STEM is for everyone! The books are also a great screen-free way to help young children develop basic
coding skills."

The QuestFriendz website will launch in time for British Science Week (11-20 March) and feature STEM
activities and resources. All books will be sold through MMS.
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